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:-:,.tice by Example

Examples 1 and 2

,p,aqes 149 and tSO)

[xamples 3 and 4

,pages 151 and tSz)

!;-adium designers
"3l,: 1tO aCCOUnt the

:1 of different types
Ti:

For more practice, see Extra Practice'

Solve each system by elimination. Check your answers'
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Error Prevention
Exercises 5-9 When shrder
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'1.{ * +'y + 3z: -3 {\-- + 2Y + I

'lrr-'t+22: o '*l.-"+ Y-32:tl
(4,2, -gl {o,2, -31

( a+b1 c:-3 hOq- r+2s-- 8

lZo-A-2c: -5 al4qt-2r+].s: I

6,ni,c) = (-3,1, -1) 9, r, t) = (t, -e, r)
("*+ y-22:3 f3.r- )r';-3

3{z*+ !+32:7 &{ x+ rL2z:4**f-r_ 2y+ z:10 *lx+2Y+ z--4
(1, -4,3I (1 ,1' 1)

(2r - v * z.: -2
r.{ * r3y-z: lo

I .-- (f x +22:-8
, (2' 1' -51

(r-y+22:-7
I'6i{l+z:I
\x :2y + 3z

(0,3, -2)
(-x-2y.32-12

v.\z*- t-2::5
'l2x '2y- 4

(4, -1' 21

10-18. See margin
pp.152-153.

(5r-as-3r:3
72,\t:s+r

[r:3s+l
( *'- or+z:6

15.42x+5y-z:7
fz*- y-z:r
(5x- vT z--4

ls{ * +2y- z-_ 5

fz**:y -32--5

Solve each system by substitution. Check your answers'

(x+2y+32:6 (3a+ b*c:7
10.{ y+2a:0 ll.{a +3b-c:13

t z:2 lu:?o-r
(1d': 3x - vls

813.{4v-3x+22--3.t'
lz:2x - 4Y

( *-Y+22:7
to.lzx+v+ z:8

[* z:5

( x+3y- z:-4
14..\2x- y+22: 13

[:*-2y- z---9
(xl-v-l 2

rz.lx +22: s

lrr*r-z:-r

Q npptyvour skills

1g. Finance A company placed $1,000,000 in three different accounts. It placed

part in short-term notes paying 4.5oh per year, twice as much in government

tonds paying 5o/o,atdthe rest in utility bonds paying 4%.Tlne income after one

y"ul. *ur'$+S-,500. How much did the company nlace in each account?' See margin'
20. sports A stadium has 49,000 seats. seats sell for $25 in Section A, $20 in

section B, and $15 in Section C. The number of seats in Section A equals the

total number of seats in Sections B and c. Suppose the stadium takes in

$1,052,000 from each sold-out event. How many seats does each ttt:3",fiL"J'ff

21. A change machine contains nickels, dimes, and quarters. Ther e are 7 5 coins in

the machine, and the value of the coins is $7.25.There are 5 times as many

nickelsasdimes.Findthenumberofcoinsofeachtypeinthemachine'
50 nickels, 10 dimes, and 15 quarters

Find the number of solutions of each system'

23.,t

infinitely
many solutions
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20. Section A has 24,5OO
seats. Section B has
14,400 seats' Section C
has 10,100 seats.

(5, -2,0)
{1, -'1,21
(1,3,2)

19. $220,000 was Placed in
short-term notes. $440,000
was Placed in government
bonds. $340,000 was Placed
in utilitY bonds'

one solution



I
r Lesso{l0uiz 3-6
irfrve each system by
iimination.

(-zr-2y-52---3
L { 3x-y+32:4

[ :*- 5y-82:6
(3. -7, -4)

( lr-y-z:2
l{r:x-4y+52:-7

[-a* - 3y - 4z -- -5
(-2. -11, -5)

L 5olve by substitution.
( zt Zy - 6z: -21
{-st* 4y+z:3
Izr-7y-42:-6
(3.5, -2)

Solve each system.

( x-3v+22:ll (
r 25. { -x + 4'y + 3z: 5 (8,1,3) rze. {

lz*-zy-42:2 l.

( +*- v*22:-6 (
. zt.l-2x + iy - 8 lL, 2, -s) rzt. 

{( 2y+32:-5 (

(4x-2v*52:6 (

' 29, lzx + 3,y + 8z : 4 no solution so. {
I r-5y _ 32:s I
(3x -2y - z:17.8 (

t f l. { x -3y +22 : 7.9 (6, 1.5,3.2} 32. 1

lzr* y-32:3.9 t
3x+2yr2z:-2r,ro 2 4\
2x -t y - z: -2 \-13' -13' Tel 34.

x*3y+ 0

4y+2x:6-32
xtz-2Y:-S (-1,2,01 36.

x-22:3y-7
x+62:12
-2x -t 3)t : 6 (2,f, 8) 38.

v-):i

x+2y-l 4

2x- y+42:-8(3,2,-
-3x* y-22:-l
4A+2U+ I:2
54 - 3U + 2I : 17 (-2, -1'
A-5U :3

2(+2w+h:72
4 : 3w (2'1.6,7.2' 1'

h:2w
x+2y :2

2x + 3y - z: -e (-#,#.
4x+2y!52: 1

-8
0 (2,4,6)
a

(4,6, -41

Y T I - -J
y-z: 5 (0,2,-3)
z-l: y

.*{

."{

.,{

y-42
v_ 446

4v:q
2v--o

3z: -8
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k a student to state a three-
riable equation. Ask another
dent to state a three variable
pation that contains an
ditive inverse of one of the
lms in the first equation. Ask
lr*rer student to state an

lntion that has a multiple of
b additive inverse. Write all of
e equations where they can be
pr as the students give them to
h- lnstruct all members of the
rs to solve the system. Students
ryr want to work in pairs.

pes 153-'t55 Exercises

l. Answers may vary.
Sample: When one of the
equations can easily be
solved for one variable,
it is easier to use
substitution.

L The student is thinking
r that 0 means that there is

no solution. The point
{0, 0, 0} is the solution.

L Answers may vary.
Sample:Solution is
(1. 2, 3)

X-Y*2=6
'. 2x-!*?2,=6

3x=3y*z=12
L Let E, F, and Vrepresent

the numbers of edges,

5{

Q!, ttistory Exercises 39 and 40 appeared in the book A lgebtaical Problems,

published in 1824.Write and solve a system for each problem.

39. Ten apples cost a penny, ar'd 25 pears cost two pennies. Suppose I buy

100 apples and pears for 9r1 pennies. How many-of eacl shall I have?

x+2Y=18O
y*z=180
5z = 54O
x=36,V=72,2= 108

40. A flsh was caught whose tail
weighed 9 lb. Its head weighed
as much as its tail plus half its
body. Its body weighed as much
as its head and tail.What did
the flsh weigh? 72 pounds

k) 41. Writing How do you decide

ffi +1. Geometry Refer to the regular flve-pointed star at the

right. Write and solve a system of three equations to find
the measure of each labeled angle. See above left'

44. Open-Ended Write your own system having three
variables. Begin by choosing the solution.Then write
three equations that are true for your solution. Use

elimination to solve the system. See margin.

whether substitution is the best

method to solve a system in

z : 0 has no solutions. Explain the student's eror. See margin.

9 NeedRelp?

i sum of angles in a

i pentagon:540'

154 Chapter 3 Linear Systems

faces, and vertices,
respectively. From the
statement Every face has
five edges, and the
number of edges is 5
times the number of
faces: E = 5F. But since

each edge is part of two
faces, this counts eqch
edge'twice.Sof = 8F.
Since every face has five
vertices and every vertex
is shared by thre_e faces,
3V=SFory=3F.

Euler's formula:
V+F=E+2.Solvin3
this system of three
equations yields
E=3O,F=12,
andV = 2O

Q ch"lt"ns"



ffi +5, Geometry In the regular polyhedron described below, all faces are congruent
polygons. Use a system of three linear equations to flnd the numbers of
vertices, edges, and faces. See margin p. 154.

Every face has five edges and every edge is shared by two fuces. Every face has

flve vertices and every vertex is shared by three faces. The sum of the number
of vertices and faces is two more than the number of edges.

ffi p"rour.",
For additional practice with a

variety of test item formats:
. FCAT Practice, p. 161
. FCAT Strategies, p. 156
. FCAT Daily Practice and

Strateg ies Transparencies

Exercise 48 One approach is to
test the answer choices in the
equations of the system. A good
way to begin is first to test
choices in the first equation, sine
the first equation contains only
two of the three variables.

Multiple Choice

FCAT Format quiz at
rrrw'PHSchool.com

Web Code: aqa-0306

Short Response

A. (6, s, -3)
..(o'T,f)

F. (2,0, s)

n. (-2, $, s)

n. (:, -+, J)

..(-r, rc,+)

B. (1,4, -1)
D. no solution

G. (-8, 11, 14)

L no solution

e. (:, ro, f)
o. (:, +, J)

(-3x+2y- z: 6

46. What is the solution of the system? ( 3x + y + 2z : 5 B

I z^ zy- z:-5

47. what is the sotution of the system ', { rX!ti;': : ,1 ,
lZx++y+22-14

(Y: -2x + 10

48. What is the solution of the system t 1 -, + y - 2z : -2 D

lzr_ zy+42:7

49. Why is there no solution to the system? Explain
your answer in terms of intersecting planes.
See back of book.

A ( 2x-3y+ z: 5

@ i 2x-3y+ z:-2
o L-+x + 6y - 2z:10

*ffi
59.

Graph each equation.

50.x*y+4a:8
53.*2x+3y*z:6

Graph each equation.

56.y: lx + al

s9.y:lx-21+r

62.-4x+3=9
65.6-Lx>2

51.2x + 3y - z: 12

54.6x+4y-32:-12

56-61. See margin.

57.y:l3x-21
60.y:lzx+tl

52.-3x+y+52:15
55.3x - 6y - 2z :18

58.y:lL.*zl-z
6t.y:lx+3|'-2

50-52. See margin. 53-55. See back of book.

Lesson 3-5

Lesson 2-5

Lesson 1-4 Solve each inequality. Graph the solution on a number tine.offinsee back

63. *(x + 4) -3>11. 64.2(3x - 1)<x -7
66.3x +2< -x + t0 67. -2(x + 3)>x
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52.


